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colleague, Shri S. Jaipal Reddy, I beg to lay a copy of the statement on the status of 

implementation of recommendations contained in the Seventh Report of the 

Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee on Urban Development 

(14th Lok Sabha). 

Status of Implementation of recommendations Contained in the Seventieth 

Report of the Department Related Parliamentary Standing Committee on 

Commerce; and 

Status of Implementation of recommendations Contained in the Seventy-first 

Report of the Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee on 

Commerce. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF COMMERCE AND 

INDUSTRY (SHRI E.V.K.S. ELANGOVAN): Sir, I beg to lay statements on the: 

I. Status of implementation of recommendations contained in the 

Seventieth Report of the Department-related Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Commerce; and 

II. Status of implementation of recommendations contained in the 

Seveny-first Report of the Department-related Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Commerce. 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION—(Coord) 

Atrocities on women in the country 

DR. GYAN PRAKASH PILANIA(Rajasthan): Thank you, Sir. So Kind of you to 

have given me an occasion to speak on this very grave issue regarding violence against 

women in the country. Very impassioned plea of distinguished woman Parliamentarians 

regarding the present status and the disadvantage being done to the woman 

segment, I think, has speared everybody's heart. It is a very harrowing, very disturbing 

and alarming scenario of atrocities against women in the country. Statistics are galore on 

this. I will be tempted to quote them also, but statistics are, Sir, like bikinis, bathing suits; 

what they reveal is suggestive, but what they hide is wider. The crime figures or the 

figures pertaining to atrocities 
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and violence against women—I am addressing this, through you, Sir, to the hon. Home 

Minister who is the peace-keeper in this country, and who is the custodian of honour of 

women here-are only a tip of the Iceberg; only one-tenth of the crimes against 

women, particularly atrocities and rapes, are reported; 90 per cent of them remain hidden 

in anonymity because women do not come forward because of honour, because of 

family name and because of atmosphere prevailing in the country; they do not have the 

courage to report what happens to them. It is an irony, Sir, that on the 25th of 

November, the United Nations International Day for Elimination of Violence against 

Women was celebrated. Now, we are arguing here regarding the safety and security of 

women in India for whose glory we quote the scriptures, we quote the Ramayana, we quota 

the Mahabharata; and it appears that as if a person can go smile and smile and yet to be a 

villain. It is a dichotomy in our psyche. On the one side, we worship her as a deity and, on 

the other, we burn her on pyre. On the one side, we call her mother Goddess and, on the 

other, she is exposed to indignity of rape, a scar which never heels. 

Let us talk of Delhi, the capital of the country; Delhi, which is under the nose of the 

Central Government; Delhi, where the destiny of the people is ruled by a grand 

woman Chief Minister. It would not be an exaggeration to say that Delhi is earning the 

honorific of rape capital of the country. I will just quote, with your permission, that during 

2004, the year which just ended, 551 rapes took place, which was 15 per cent more 

than the earlier year. Three rapes in two days; one rape is being committed in every 16 

hours in this capital, and for 10 lakh population in the country, Delhi reports 36 rapes as 

against the Indian average of 16 rapes. This is the record of Delhi. 

Sir, it happened in Delhi that a Swiss diplomat, I think, to be exact on 14th 

October, 2003, when she was coming out of the Siri Fort Auditorium after seeing a 

cultural event, was abducted and raped in a moving car by the ruffians. Still we have not 

been able to find out the culprits. That blot on our law and order machinery, on our 

Government, on our management of safety centre for women, still remains; and that 

diplomat went away from Delhi in disgust saying that India is not safe for women. Delhi is 

not safe for women; the home is not safe for women; the hospital is not safe for women; the 

home is not safe for women; the market is not safe for women; and even the womb of the 

mother is not 
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safe for women. Where will she get safety? It was well said that there was a time 

when a girl child was killed after birth, when we did not have machines like sonography, 

when we did not have machines to help up to have sex determination. Now, she is 

killed prior to birth. What agony could be more than that! She is not safe in her house 

because she is abused by her in-laws; she is abused by her husband in whose care she 

is entrusted. 

Sir, as I was talking of Delhi, with your permission, I will tell you a very harrowing 

tale of indignity to women. Out of the rape cases in Delhi, during 2004, fourteen were the 

cases of daughters raped by fathers; seven were the cases of those who were raped 

by brothers-in-law; one was an aged women who was raped by stepsons; and four 

were unfortunate daughers-in-law who were raped by fathers-in-law. I am just quoting 

Delhi; but Delhi is repeated everywhere. It may be Imrana or it may be someone else 

or it may be a faceless woman because women, whom we call the second sex or the 

weaker sex, come half a billion. They don't have a face even now. So, it is a very 

grave plight. I don't blame any Government for this. It happened. It is happening now 

also. It was happening earlier also. But it is happening with more gravity; it is happening 

with more brutality. It is happening with more fiendish. It would not be an exaggeration to say 

that woman is the biggest block of humanity which is the most exploited, which is the most 

deprived, which is the most abused, which is the most disadvantaged, which is the 

most discriminated against. Something has to be done. I do not know whether our 

conscience is steered by their plight, which is happening. Sir, laws are there and new 

laws will also come up, but these laws are not being enforced. Laws are observed 

more in breach then their observance. I will suggest a few measures which are very 

obvious for the consideration of the hon. Home Minister. Let there be more women in 

the police. At present, throughout the country, there are only 2 percent women in the 

police, whereas 50 per cent of our population consist of women. In the police, there are 

only 2 per cent women. There would not be even 2 per cent police stations which are 

manned by women. There would not be even 2 per cent women magistrates in the 

country. Until and unless, women are handled by women, they would not get right 

justice because we have denied justice to them so far because of our male chauvinism. 

Our attitude has also to change. So far as the conviction rate is 
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concerned, less said the better. It would not be even 5 per cent. So far as minors are 

concerned, their plight has already been stated. This is not only in India. I would like 

to emphasise that gender bias against women is universal. With your permission, Sir, 

I would like to quote... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please conclude. 

DR. GYAN PRAKASH PILANIA: I am concluding, Sir. But I wanted to emphasise 

on the plight of women because it is endless. 

The United Nations says, "Violence against women is a major cause of death and 

disability for women in 16 to 40 years of ago" It is reported that in the United States, 

70,000 women are raped or sexually assaulted every year. We are beating the 

United States also, Sir, in this advancement. I hope and pray that in the name of 

humanity, in the name of motherhood, in the name of doing justice to the fair sex, some 

very stringent measures would be taken by the hon. Home Minister who is sitting here 

and who is listening to their tale of woe. If we do not do it, the women will fight it out. They 

will revolt against us. They will get their due in due course of time, but the manhood would 

not get credit for that. It is time we gave their due graciously, righteously and honourably. 

Thank you. 

�� ����� )�` (8G� .�	)): 9O����, *�(���� ��7 6� �	 �& % �ह{��81R ��<� 
�� 
ह�� 'eJ� 
ह  � �ह� ह!7 As often happens, commercial interest gets overriding 

priority on social issues. This is what has happened. This debate was discontinued for 
discussing the WTO issues. Sir, every 26 minutes, a woman is molested, every 34 
minutes, a rape takes place; every 42 minutes, a sexual harassment incident 
occurs; every 43 minutes, a woman is kidnapped, every 93 minutes, a woman is burnt 
to death over dowry, �ह ,	���� ,� '#
�� �& 6� ह! /� �. %� �ह�� � ��� �� �ह� ह8�  

�, �� 
� %Y����� 
�� ह!, �ह �ह ह! �� ��ह���� �� �� '{�� �� ह� �ह� ह., *	 

�� �8�� ����MR �	���� ��,, �� 
� 
�� '���9� ��� ह! /� ��K����� ह!7 ��ह���� ��  
�#��] 
� W���� ����& घ�� ��  'O�� ह� �ह� ह.7 %�& ���� ��� ���-�, ��W�� �� ���� 
��� ���-�, �ह ,� �8�� 
�� ह!, ,� �8�� �ह�8 ह!7 ����	 � O�� �� ��p� �ह ह! �� घ�� ��  
'O�� ��ह���� ��  �#��] 
� W���� \ह� ह� �ह� ह!7 F��� ���� %���, MN��िD��  
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����& �
� ��� /� �� ����� /� % ��F� �& ,� 
 � �ह{��81R ��� *+��� -��7 
��ह���� �� 6n�� Q� � F� 
	�	� ��  ��, *Oह& ���&h �� ��िI �& �हD����� ��7 �� �� 
�
� ���� ���� /� % ��F� �& 
� �ह{��81R ��� *+�, -,7  

�, �����	�� �� 
�� �ह� ��7 ���� i��� � �ह M�.��. ���� (� �ह� ह. /� �� % 
�� �� 
��	�� ह. �� �ह D��� z�!�� ह!7 %� �� [�� ��	� �& ��W� ����� �� ,� 
ह�� 
�� ��� ह!7 �. 
�ह�� ��� ,�, �� �� ��	 ��W�� �& 	ह0 ��	�  �ह��, ����	 ��W� ���� /� ��W�� �� ���� 
%�� 'ह� (8���� �	(��� ह!7 %��, *	 �� % ��F� �& �� J ��	� ���-�7 �� Ot ���� *	 
�� ��ह �� ��� ह!, *	 �� 
�� ��� ह! �� �]� T� ;����	 ह�	�  ��ह, �� M�������� 
�� J T� ��	8	 
	��� �� ��ह���� �� '{�� �� ��  ����� �& �� Ot ���� �� हD�:�� ह� �� 7 
��	� �ह 
�� ��िK�� ��� ह! �� �! � ��W� ����� �� % ����� �& �	��?1 �& ���� ��,7 
�ह���, *Oह�	� ��G ���� �� ��U�� �& ,� ��ह�� ��i� ��?� ह!, % ��  
���8� ��� ��  %�	� 
�� �� ह� �ह� ह.7 �. ��W�� �& 	ह0 ��	�  �ह�� ह8�, ����	 '-� 6���� *+�, ��,� �� �. 
���� ह8� 
�� ��� ��  
 � W���� �� �� �X� ;��F �& ]N��M 
�� ��D� 
�-�� ,�M *I� ;��F7 ��M	!\�- 
/� ,zM�F	 ��  
 � W���� *I� ;��F, ]N��M 
�� ���D��	 /� M�*�� ��  �� �� *I� 
;��F �& 
 � W���� ]N��M 
�� �
ह�� ,�M �X� ;��F ह!7 ����D��F	 �& 
 � W���� �X� ;��F 
]���M 
�� 6OP ;��F7 �� �'� ह���&� �& � 
 � W���� *I� ;��F �&, %Y����F	 6] 
-UR �X� ;��F �&, 
 � W���� E��#�M ]N��M 
�% ��D� 
�-�� ,�M �
ह��7 %� ��ह � 
M�*�� ��  
 � W���� �� �� �
ह�� �& ���D�� ह�� ]N��M 
�% *��� ,�M *I� ;��F7 
���D��	 �� '-� 
�� ��& �� ���D��	 �& (� ��� ��  1038 ����� �]R  2004 �& ��R ह�,7 %��, 
���� i��� �& ह�& %� % �& 	ह0 
���	�  ��ह, �� �ह�� ��ह�� ��i� ��?� ह! /� �ह�� ��ह�� ��i� 
��?� 	ह0 ह!? �ह�� �� �� �� ह� �ह� ह. /� ��	 ��W�� �& 	ह0 ह� �ह� ह. ����� �� 
 ��] ]! � ह�, 
ह.7 �ह ,� T�  �� ह! ��� ���	� ��  ��, (� �� �������� ��� *+�	� ��&-�7 % ��  ��, 

 � �Q�� 
�� ह! �� ��	8	� �L� � i� ��� *+�,� ��,� /� ����	 ,Y�����&� ह�7 6� 
��#& ��ह�� �?���� ��  �� ��� -�
�� 	ह0 �� ���, ��ह�� ������\F�� ��  �� �� 
W����� 	ह0 �� ���7 6� �� '�	� ]� (8���� �	(� �ह� ह!7 '-� ��ह�� F����1 ह� 
�� ��E� �-�� ह! �� %	 ���  ��� � ह�& �	��� ��� ��� ह!7 �, % �& ,���� F	 �� 
� 
�ह{��81R ��� ह!7 % ��F� �& �� J ��� *+�, -, ह., �!� ��ह�� ���� ह! /� �-ह-�-ह 
����	 �U ���� ��, -, ह.7 �.  �ह8�-� �� ����	 ��� �� (� W���� �	��ि� �� ��	�  ��ह, 
���� �� *	 ��  �� �� �� ह.M� ��& /� ,� �Y�!����� ,��}8M �&7 % 
��� �& ,� �ह{��81R 

�� �#�� �. '�	� 
�� #{� ���� ह8� ���� �ह�� (� ,�-�� 
�� �	 �& 6� ह!7 �. % 
��� �& 
-Hह ��?�  
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�� � ��F�p X��	  �ह8�-� �ह���, '-� 
ह� ��ह�� ह! �� � (� ��ह�� ह!7 �. ,��� M�*�� ,�� ��  
�
�9 �& �ह	�  �ह�� ह8� �� �. ,� ��� �& ����� ��	� -�� �� �ह�� ��#� �� 80-80 85-85 �� 
�� 
�����,� 10-10 �� � M�*�� �� �� �& ��� �& ��� ह�� ह.7 '-� *	�� F�� ��#� �� �-�� 
ह! �� �� ,� � ���� (� 	ह0 ��� ���7 
ह� �� ���	� �� �8� �ह�7 ����	 %	 �N� 	�, ��%��  
���� 	� �Y��&� ��#� �� /� * 
��� �� �� 8-8, 10-10 � ��� �& ��� ह.7 *	 �� ��� 
���	� ���	� ���� 	ह0 ह!7 �ह���, '-� ���� �� ���NMR ��-��� ��, �� 6� ��#&-� �� ह���� 
T� 
8`� ��ह��,� �ह�� ��� ह. ��	 �� ���	� 	ह0 ह��� ह! ����� �ह T� %K�8 ह��� ह! �� ��� 
���D[�� (� *	 �� ���	� 	ह0 ����7 T� ��ह��,� 10-10, 15-15 ��� � ��� ह.7 �� ��ह�� 
��� �� �& ��� ह. ��	 �� ��� ��p 	ह0 ��7 % 
��� �& ��� �!�� �	W� ह� �� M�*�� �� '{� 
�����R ह! �� e � ह! �� �]� ,� 
�� �� ह� ��, �� '-� %�	� �� (�-� �� /� '-� ��� 
*	 �� �!������ ��	� ���� 	ह0 ह! �� *Oह& �� � �� 
�ह� �	��� �&7 T� �� ��ह��,� ��� 
ह�� ह. ��	 ��  
��� �& 6� �  	ह0 ��� ह.7 �ह ,� �ह{��81R ��<� ह! ��� �. % 
ह �& *+�	� 
 �ह�� ��7 %�	� �ह�� �. '�	� 
�� ��5� ���� ह8�7  

MS. PROMILA BOHIDAR (Orissa): sir, in the past, I have raised several 

issues about dowry, widows, unmarried young girls and women in various work 

places. Every day, in newspapers, cases of rape, assault, molestation and even 

murder of women are reported. Just a week back, a young girl working in a BPO 

organisation in Bangalore was murdered. Not only the Indian women, even 

foreign women tourists are not being spared. Even women employed with 

foreign embassies are reported to have been molested. 

In India, we only praise our tradition and heritage. We worship Goddess Durga, 

Goddess Lakshmi and Goddess Saraswati in temples. We give examples of 

sita and Savitri. But, in real life we do not have any regard and respect for 

females in our family, our society, even in our elected bodies. That is why, 

still today, the Women Reservation Bill could not see the light of day. 

The ill-treatment of women and atrocities against women in a brutal manner 

in India is a regular feature. Rise in cases of sexual harassament by 40 per cent, 

dowry deaths by 15 per cent and trafficking of girls by 87.2 per cent in 1998 

are indicative of the height of the problem, No place is safe for women in 

India. It is high time we got rid of these 
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indignities meted out to women. We are in inclusive society where the welfare and 

protection of women is our prime concern, the discrimination being suffered by women in 

society should be controlled with a heavy hand. 

If our democracy is to remain great and relevant to the women's woes, we will have to pay 

heed to the crying need of development of our women. 

The National Commission for Women should be vested with adequate powers to address 

the issue of atrocities against women and the accused should be awarded exemplary 

punishment to serve as a lessons for others to control such crimes. 

Our ill-treatment of women is not only confined to public violence, but it is found in 

domestic violence also. Even female foetuses are being eliminated. This will be a great 

danger for the Indian society. We have got many laws to protect the rights and dignity 

of women. But the enforcement is very poor. To enforce these laws, a proper 

mechanism is required to be developed. This House must consider this issue. 

.E. �
%� N'$� ("�����): *�(���� �ह���, �ह ��� (� ��� ��, ���� �� 
�	F�	� 	ह0 ह! �]� (� 6� ��  �X� ��� �� �ह� ,� ���� e �� ह! �� 6� ��� �& 
��ह��,� ह� 
� W���� F��p� ह! /� '{�� �� �� �F��� (� ह� �ह� ह.7  �ह� �ह J��-J�� ह�, 

��{��� ह�, �ह�� �� 
��  `�� ���� ह� ��  �ह� Q`����� ��Y����� � ���� M��	 ;���, 
������ ;�� ��  ����� ��� 	 ह�, 6� ��  �� �� �ह 
ह�� ह� -Y(�� �D�� ह!7  

�ह���, 6� 21�0 ��  � �ह� ह!7 �
 20 �0 �� #{� ह� �ह� �� /� 21 �0 �� �� 
F�Q6� ह�	� �� �ह� ��, �
 ��F �& 
ह�� ह� W���� �L�8ह� �!�� ह� -�� ��7 �ह �ह� ���� �� 
�� 21�0 �� ह���� ��  ह!, 21�0 �� (��� �� �� ह!7 ह� ��- %� 
ह�� ह� 6	िO�� ��7 ह� 
��- �ह � �� �� �� 21�0 �� �& 
ह�� 
�� 
���� 6	� ���� ह!7 ��F�p�� ��	� ��� �� �� 

��	���� �  ह!, * �  �& 
ह�� ��� �����R	 6,-�7 ��� ��  d�� � �& �� J �����R	 ह�-� /� 
%�� 
ह�� 
M� ��( ह� ��ह���� �� ����-�7 ��� �& ���5� �� �� ������� ह., �� ����o ह., 
*	�& �� J ह� �� ��� 6,-�, ,� 	� G���� 6,-�, ह���� ��, ,� 	�� �!-�� ��,-�, 
��	��� ;-�� ��  >��� #��&-� /� �� >��� % ��ह � #��&-� �� ��� 6� 6��� �� X��	 
\ह�, F�p1 '{�� ��, 6�� �� ह��� ���� �� �� ��,-�7 /� ��� ह� ��ह���� �� ह� 
W���� ]���� ह�-�7 ह� ��-� �� ,� 6F� �� ���1 	�� 6� ��, ����	 ह���� ��� ह!? �� 

�� -�, �-� �  	ह0 
���7 
��0 �� /� %���0  
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�� �& ,� �� �� '��� ह!, ����	 ह���� �  �& ��� 
���� 	ह0 6�� ह!, ��� �� 
��������, ����-������, �� ������ �& ��� 
���� 	ह0 6�� ह!7 6� (� ��ह��,� ��J�� �� �� 
��ह ह� �� ���-����� �ह�� ह!7 ��� �. ,� ह� Fz� �& �ह8�, �� �ह �ह� ���� ह! �� ह�� ह�� 
	��� �� �ह ह��� ह� -� ह! �� �� 	��� '
�� 	ह0 ��, �-� ��� 	� * �� %�	� '{�� �� 
��, �� ��� 	� ह� *� '
�� 
	� ���� ह! ह� ��� ह! �� F��� �ह �	 ���� �  � ह�� 
	 (� ह�, ��� (� 6� ह�& % ��F� �& ��	: -ह	���8�R� �� �� ��	� ���-� �� 
��0 �� �� 
��ह���� �� िD��� /� %����0 �� �� ��ह���� �� िD��� �& '-� '��� 	ह0 ह!, '-� %�& 

���� 	ह0 6�� ह!, �� %��  ��, �ह ��� /� ह� #�� ��Y����� ह.7 ��E� �� ��? %�	� ह� 
�ह	� ह! �� 6� (� ��� ��fp ;9�	 ��	���� � kD� ह!, ��� ��ह���� �� '{�� �� 
��	-�-��	 
`�� �� �ह� ह., ���  �ह� �� 
��{��� ��  ����� ह�,  �ह� �ह�� ��  ���1 \��� ���, 
��	� ��  ����� ह�,  �ह� ��� >��� ;����� ��	� ��  ����� ह�, ���� �� ��  ����� ह�7 '�9-��K�� 
/� f�`�� ��  ���1 ��ह���� ��  F�p1 ��  ����� �& 
��0 �� /� %����0 �� �& ��� 
'��� ��#�� 	ह0 ���� ह!7  

*�(���� �ह���, �. ��J�� � �-� �	 �pR �� 
�� 	ह0 ��	�  �ह��, �. �� 
%����0 �� �� ह� 
�� ��	�  �ह�� ह8�7 % %����0 �� �& �� ��ह���� �� '{�� �� ह�, 
ह., *� ��   c ��	�  �ह�� ह8�, *� �� 
�� �	 �& �#	�  �ह�� ह8�7 �. �� J  �\	�� ��W�, �ह�� 
��ह���� �� W���� � W���� '���9 ह� �ह� ह., ��ह���� �� '{�� �� �& �� ��W� �se  ह!, 
*�� 
�� �#	� �� �ह� ह8�7 �!� �� ह���� (�� 	� 
����, �X� ;��F ,� T� ��W� ह!, �ह�� 
��ह���� �� 
� W���� 
��{��� ��  ����� ��R ह�, ह. �pR 2004 ��  6���� ��� ह� ��#&-�, �� 
ह�& ���  ��-� �� �X� ;��F �& ��ह���� ��  �� 
��{��� ��  2,875 ����� ;��F �& 6, ह., 
�8�� D��	 �� ��D� 
�-�� ह!, �ह�� 1,475 ��  ह�, ह. /� ���� D��	 �� *I� ;��F ह!, �ह�� 
1,397 
��{��� �� घ�	�,� घ�� ह.7 �ह�� ��  ���1 ;���	� �� 
�� '-� ह� ���� ह. ��, *I� 
;��F �& 1,708 ����� ;��F �& 6, ह., �8�� D��	 �� �
ह�� ह!, �ह�� 855 ����� ��R ह�, ह. /� 
���� D��	 �� �X� ;��F ह!, �ह�� 751 ����� ;��F �& 6, ह.7 ��M	�\�- �� '-� ह� 
�� ���� 
ह., �� 
� W���� 2,324 ����� *I� ;��F �& ��R ह�, ह., �
�� 188 ����� ���D��	 �& /� 
1,552 ����� '� ��  (� ;��F �& 6, ह�, ह.7 ���'� ह���&� �& (� 2,682 घ�	�,� *I� ;��F 
�& घ�� ह., %��  
�� 6OP ;��F /� ����	�M8  �� 	�
� ह!7 �L	 ;���	� �� J��J�� �� '-� 

�� ���� ह., �� �X� ;��F %�& (� '��� 	�
� ह!, 6,690 ��  %�& ;��F �& 6, ह.7 (����� 
�	�� ���b ��  F�	 �& �X� ;��F �& ��J�� M�` �� �& 4,574 ��ह��,� 
��{��� �� �F��� ह�� 
ह.7 ,�� 
��{��� ��  '���� �X� ;��F �& �� 
� W���� #��	��� घ�	� घ�� ह!, �ह 
��8�ह� 
��{��� �� ह!  
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/� �� ��8�ह� 
��{��� ��  417 ����� �ह�� �� ��R ह�, ह.7 %�	� ह� 	ह0, '(� ह�� ह� �& �X� 
;��F �&, ��i� ��?� �� �� िD��8O� �& ह� ��ह�� �� 
��{��� ह�6 ह!7 �X� ;��F �& ��ह���� �� 
िD��� ��  
��� �& 
��� ह�& \ ��� ���� ह.7 %��  �� ह� �. �ह (� �ह8�-� �� ��ह���� ��  ;�� �� 
(����� �	�� ���b �� 	��� ह!, �ह 	����{�� �ह� ह!7 (���� 	� '�	� ह� D��� ; ��� 	��� �� 
��D�� �� J�� ���� ह!7  

�ह���, '�	� ह� 	ह0, �. �ह (� �ह8�-� �� ��F �� ���9�	� ��U�� (� 6� ��ह���� ��  
��, ���:� 	ह0 ह!7 �ह�� �� ��	-�ह��� ��ह���� �� 
��{��� �� घ�	�,� ह��� �ह�� ह! 7 F�िO� 
���� O� 'D���� �� �� ��  'ह�6, *�& ,���WM �� �
 *� �! � �� o� �	�� -�, '(� 
*�� D��ह� �#� (� 	ह0 �0 �� �� ��	 
�� ह� ��U�� ��K���@��� �� ,� ���� ��  ��� 
-��� �& 
��{��� ह��� ह!7 ����, �� ह���� �:� ��	� ���� ह!, �ह ह���� (:� 
	 -� ह!7 
��Y
� �& ,� ���� ���� 	� ह� ��ह�� �� 
��{��� ����7 �ह� 	ह0, '(� 6� �� ह� ��#& �� 
*I� ;��F ��  ���+ ���� ��  'O�� ���� ���� 	� ���	� 

R��� ��  �� ������ �� ���� ह!, 
�ह घ�	� (� % ��fp ;9�	 ��� ��  'O�� ���p� �� ��	���� �� �Fc�� ह!7 

�ह���, �. 6�� �ह	�  �ह�� ह8� �� 6� घ� ������ �g�� -�� ��हU��, ����  L��, 
D�8 �, �N���, 
, [��, #��, #��ह�	 /� �ह�� �� �� -(R ��  'O�� (� ��ह�� ���:� 	ह0 
ह!7 �
 �� ��ह��,� �ह�� ��,�-�? ��� ��&-�? ��� �� %��  
��� �& � 	� ���-�7 ��ह�� 
*{���	, ��ह�� '{�� ��, 
��{���,J��J��, 'O9���K�� ,�� f�`�� � ���� �� J �D��,� 
�!� M��	 ;��, �� ;��, �� -ह�� � O�� �� ��p� ह!7 

6���� ��  
�� ह���� ��F ��  'O�� ��ह���� �� '{�� �� �� ���	� ��  ��, ���
 40 
��	�	 
	� ह., ����	 �]� (� िD��� ��� ह!? ��� �]R  ��	�	 
	� ��	� � ��ह���� �� िD��� �& 
�9�� ह�-�? ��E� �-�� ह!, F��� 	ह0 ��W� D�� �� (� ���(O	 ��	8	 
	�,� -, ह!7  �ह� �ह 
�
ह�� ह�.  �ह� E��#�M ह�, JI�-` ह� �� �]� �	c�� ह�, ��ह���� �� ह� �ह� '{�� �� �� 
���	� ��  ��, ���� 	� '�	� D�� �� �ह�� (� ��	8	 
	�,� ह.7 f�`����, 'O9��K��� 
��	���� �� ��ह � ��ह���� �� �ह0 M��	 �ह �� ;���M� ���� ���� ह!, �� �ह0 ��� 
��ह�� �� 	�	 ����  -��� (� �& घ����� ���� ह!7 %�	� ह� 	ह0, �ह0 �� �� ���� ह�� 6- �& 
*�� ह�� E��� ���� ह!7 �� �ह0 �`�� ह�, ��� ��  'O��, *��  ह�� M��� ���� ह.7 /� *� 
'�	� e �� ��
� ��	� ह��� ह!7 *� '�	�  ��? �� ;��1�? ��	� ���� ह!7 ��`�� ��  ���1 
�ह0-�ह0 �� ��� (��� � 
e � �� ह��F� ��  ��, ������ ��  Q� �& ��	� ��  ��, ��
8� ह�	� 
���� ह!7 
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�ह���, �. 6�� �ह� �ह	�  �ह8�-� �� F������ F�p1 ��  Q� �& ह��F� ह� *� F��p� 
���� ���� ह!7 ������ ���D�� ��  'O�� %��  ��, �9�� ��	� �� 6�K���� ह!7 ��� ��  
'O�� ��-H�� ��	� �� �Q�� ह!7 6� (� �8�� ��� �& ह� ��-� �� ,  �ह� �ह �	 ;���	�9 ह�, 
 �ह� ������ ���R��c ह�,  ��� ,	���  ��	� ���� ह�,  �ह� z�8��G� � ह�,  �ह� O��� ������ 
ह�,  �ह� ���R������ ह� �� �� J /� ह�, �ह�� 
!+�  ह�, ��-� �� ��ह���� ��  ;�� W���� � W���� 
����	F�� ह�	� ���-�, ��ह���� ��  
��� �& *Oह& � 	� ���-�7 %��  �� ह� �� ह�& ��	8	� 
;�G�� �& ��ह���� �� W���� � W���� ��:1 ��	� ���-�, O��������� �� /� '�9� 
�G��F�� ह�	� ���-�7 

*�(���� �ह���, �. ������ ��-Q��� �� 
�� �� �ह� ह8� /Z �ह ������ 
��-f��� �� 
�� �& %��, �ह�� ह8� ����� ������ ���D��,� /� ��O���,� ��ह���� �� 
��:1 	ह0 �� �� �ह� ह., 
िU� *	�� F�p1 ���� ह!7 /� *Oह& 
��	� 6�	 	ह0 �-�� ह!7 
�ह 
ह�� ह� ��िK�� ह!7  

�� 8��-��'� : �� �� X��	 ��#,7 '�	� 
�� ��5� ����,7...(5��6��)... 

.E. �
%� N'$�: �, ���� ��� /� ��ह���� ��  ;�� 
��  � �ह� ह!7* 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : No, No, You are charging the Chair, �ह� *	ह0 
ह!,It is regulating the timing �ह  ����MR 	ह� ��,-�” 

.E.�
%� N'$�: �ह���, �!� �� �!	� �ह� �� �ह 
ह�� ह�  ��+� ��� ह!, ����� ��fp 
�: �� D���?�� �� �� D�eJO��� �& 
�� -� ह! /� ���� �: �� �� 	��� ह!, *�� F�p1 ह� 
�ह� ह!, * �� '��� F �-��� �� �ह� ह!7 %	 ��	� ���� ��  
��� �& � 	� �Q�� ह!7 ह�& ��	� ह� 
�:� �� �	���� 
��	& �� 
�� ��	� ह�-�7 ��� � ���	� , ;����� ह�	�, %� 	��� �ह 
�E�� ह! �� �ह ��� �� '�9��� ह! ����� �ह %�	� F��p� ह� -� ह! �� �ह �  (� 	ह� 
��� �� * �� '{�� �� ह� �ह� ह!7 �ह �� � �� ह! �� ��� *�� ����K�� ह!, ��� �� ���� 
ह! �ह ह� +�� ह!7 '-� �ह *� ;����� ���� ह! �� �ह *� ��  ���
� ह! /� *� ��  ���� ह! 
/Z %���, *�� ;����� ���� ���� ह!7 *�� �  (� '
 T� ह� -� ह! �� �ह '
 '�	� 

��� �& �  (� 	ह0 ���, �ह �� J 
��� (� 	ह0 ��� ���  �ह �� (� ��� � �� J 	ह0 �ह 
���7 *�� �� 6n�� िD��� ह! *��   ��� *� '�	� ��� ��  घ� �& ह� �ह	� ���� ह!7 
�ह���, �!� �!	� �ह� �� �]R  ��	�	 
	�	� � ह� ��� 	ह0  �	� ����, ��	8	 ��  ��-�� 
��	8	 �� W���� ...(5��6��)... 

*recorded. 
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�� 8�-��'� : 6� �8�� ����1 ��  �� �E�� ����,7  

.E.�
%� N'$�:�. �E��� �� ह� 6�� ह8�7 ���� � /� f�`�� �& 
�9� ह�� ��ह���� �� 
�� '{�� �� ह! *� ���	� ��  ��, 
� W���� �� ह�& ��ह���� �� W���� � W���� �F�:� 
��	� ���-�7 �. �ह 	ह0 �ह�� �� �]R  ��ह��� �� ह� �F�:� ��	� ���-� �िU� ��ह�� /� 
��fp ��	� �� ह� �F�:� ��	� ���-� ��� ��	� �� �  �& ]�R  6,7 ह�& ��	� �� �  
����� �M�-�7 ��ह��,� '{�� �� ��  ��f� 6��� *+�,� %��  ��, *�� �F�:� ��	� ह! /� 
��fp �� %��, �F�:� ��	� �M�-� �� �� ��ह���� ��  
��� �& '�	� �  
��&7 �� %��, ��	� 
�� �F�:� ��	� �� �f�� ह!7 /� %��, ��ह���� �� ��g� �F:� ��	�  ��ह,7 ह���� -����� 
��  '��� ह���� ���k� �� ���� 	� ��ह���� ��  ��g� �F:� �� ��	8	� ;��9�	 ���� ह�6 ह!7 �. 
 �ह�� ह8� �� (� D��� /� �ह�� �� �� �� Ot ���� (� % �� X��	 �� �� ह� �. ��ह���� �� 
6n�� िD��� ��  
��� �& (� 
���	�  �ह8�-� ����� �
 �� 6n�� िD��� ह� 	ह0 ह�-� �
 
�� �� J 	ह0 
�� ��,-�7 %��, �.  �ह�� ह8� �� �� Ot ���� T� ;��9�	 ��� �� 	L����� �& 
(� ��ह��� �� 6�:1 ���� ��� ��ह�� �� 6n�� िD��� 'eJ� ह� /� �ह '�	� 6��� (� 
*+� �� 7 

��9�	 (� /� �� �& (� ��ह���� �� 6�:1 ���� ��	�  ��ह, ��� *	�& ,� 
��K�� �!�� ह�7 �� ह� �. �ह �ह	�  �ह�� ह8� �� �� '{�� �� ���� ह. �ह ,� T� �F� ह! �� 
*� 	ह0 ��#��, �� �-R 	ह0 ��#��, �� 9�R 	ह0 ��#��, �� ���� 	ह0 ��#�� %� �� ��#�� ह! 
�]R  ह�, /� 6K �R ��� ��# �� �
 ह��� ह! �� �
 T� �हF� ���O�� �� ��� ��  �� J 
��- 
 �	� 6�� ह.7 %��, �. �ह	�  �ह�� ह8� ...(5��6��)... 

�� 8��-��'�: ��5� ���,, 
ह�� W���� ह� -�� ह!7 

.E. �
%� N'$�: ����� �� (� '�	� �  
��	� �M�-�7 '-� ����� �� �-�� ह! �� 
�ह �� ��  ह! %�& �ह ���O�� ह� ह! ��� *	� -�� ��� ���� ह! �� ����� �� *�� ��  
	ह0 ��	�  ��ह,7 '-� ���� T� ��  	ह0 ���� ह! /� ��ह���� �� ��� ���� ह., *��  ��, 
�]R  �ह ,� ��  ह! ����	 ��� ��  ��	� *�� '�	� \��-� ह! /� % \��-� ��  
��� �& 
*�� � 	�  ��ह, 	 �� *� �!� �� ��] ��#	� ,� ��  �� ��] ��#	�  ��ह,7 W���� � 
W���� ��ह���� �� �� 
	�	�  ��ह,7 6�#� �& �. ,� /� 
�� �ह	�  �ह8�-� �� O��������� 
�� (� %��  ��, W���� � W���� ��-f� ह�	� ���-� /� �Q�� ��� �� ह�& ��	8	 �& (� �9�� 
��	� ���-� /� 
���� �����F ��  '��� �L	� �� ��  '����9�� �� ]��� �� �� ��	� �� 
�Q�� ह�& �-�� ह! �� ह�& ��	8	 �& �9�� ����  ]��� �� ;��9�	 (� ��	� ह�-� 	��� �� ���� 
��  Q� �& �8�� ���� ह!7 
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�� 8��-��'�: '
 �]� ����1 �� �� �ह� ह!7 

.E. �
%� N'$�: '-� ह� 	ह0 ��&-� �� �� ��F �& 	��� �� �8�� ���� ह! *� ��F �& 
	��� �� ह� �� '(� (� '{�� �� ह��� �ह&-�, '(� (� 	��� ;���M� ह��� �ह�-�? '(� (� *� 
��	� ���-�, '(� (� *� ��	� ���-�7 (9O����)  

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA: Thank you Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, for giving me 

this opportunity to speak on this discussion. Sir, women population in India comprises 

more than 120 million. But, majority of them are living in abject poverty, their condition 

is Vulnerable and poor due to atrocities on them. 

Sir, our first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said, 'You can tell the 

condition of the nation by looking at the status of women. 'Our Father of the Nation, 

Mahatma Gandhi said. 'When the women freely move on the road along at midnight 

that is the real independence day'. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (PROF. P.J. KURIAN) IN THE CHAIR 

But what is the position-today? The women have no security. They are not safe 

even in the daylight and at even public places. Even after fifty years of Independence, 

there is not much difference in the status of the women. There is a huge increase in the 

crime against women. Today, women are not only facing atrocities, like, rap, 

kidnapping, dowry, harassment, eave teasing, sexual harassment at work place, but 

they are also facing gender discrimination. The gender discrimination starts at a very 

early stage in the life of a girl. The discrimination against girls may begin in the mother's 

itself. Sex determination is very common in some cities, where technologies, like, 

ultrasound are readily accessible. 

Sir, there is a perception that a daughter is an economic liability, either because of the 

low expected contribution to the family income, or, because of the huge 

down/demands. The issue of women in India was highlighted on the issue of 

misusing girls. So far as marriage is concerned, marriages seem to be becoming 

nightmares for many Indian women. And, ironically, it is none other than her husband, in 

whom she poses her full faith. But the data available with the Government authorities 

indicate that the crime against women is on the increase. It is the fortune inflicted by the 

men on their wives that has increased very rapidly. The statistics pertaining to cruelty 

against women at home has registered a 
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consistent increase over the years. Sir, across the country, the crime against 

women, including rape, dowry deaths, has increased from 1,31,475 to 

1,40,601 during the period 1998 to 2003. One in every five married women, in 

India, becomes a victim of domestic violence. 

Sir, hon. Member, Shrimati Brinda Karat, has also mentioned that a large 

number of women are working in the unorganised sector, not only in the private 

companies and some other factories, but they are also working as agricultural 

labourers. The contribution of women to the economic development of our 

country has been significant, especially in the agricultural sector. But, they are 

paid very marginal amount for their hard work in the fields. Not only their 

working conditions are very poor, but their remuneration is also very poor. 

Sir, almost all the Members have spoken about the rape cases. In India, 

several studies have been made in this regard. They have concluded that a 

rape is committed every 50 minutes in the country. 

Sir, such instances are in plenty, but there is no protection for women. I would 

like to suggest the hon. Minister that the IPC should be amended and like 

imprisonment should be made compulsory in the case of a rape. 

Sir, now, I come to the HIV-AIDS. Sir, here also the most affected persons 

are women. The reports shown that day-by-day the number of HIV-AIDS 

infected people is increasing; and, the most affected persons are women and 

children. The disease is transmitted from husband to wife and from wife to 

children. The poor people are not able to afford the cost of treatment. Medicines 

are not available in the hospitals. The rural people are, especially, facing a lot of 

problems. They are worst affected by this disease. 

Sir, many hon. Members have already spoken on this subject. They have 

already highlighted important points. So, \ would just like to make some 

suggestions. A victim of assault or rape or use of criminal force, intimidation, 

should be given ex gratia compensation in the eligible cases. They should be 

allowed to engage a lawyer of their choice. The Government should support 

them financially, apart form the regular Public Prosecutor. 
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The trial should be completed in a time-bound manner. During the trial, the victim 

and her witnesses should be protected. The trial should be conducted totally one 

camera. 

Sir, in dowry death cases, often the witnesses turn hostile and children of the deceased 

become orphans. Therefore, all the laws and enactments pertaining to women should be 

given wide publicity and effort should be made to create confidence among the 

women-folk. 

The Government should also change the social attitude and the practices 

prevailing in our communities by encouraging active participation and 

involvement of both men and women to prevent attrocities. The Government should 

also eliminate discrimination and all forms of violence against women and the girl child 

by building and strengthening partnerships with the civil society, particularly, women 

organisations. Equal access to education for women and girls should be ensured. More 

vigilance is needed from both, the Government and the NGOs, to stop sex 

determination tests. Sir, atrocities like dowry deaths, domestic violence, rape, 

kidnapping, etc., are on the rise. 

Finally, sir, our society is a gender-biased society. It is male-dominated society, as if 

women are not capable of doing the things. Sir, women, if given opportunities, can work 

in any field. You may look at the results. Women should be given equal status in both 

economic and social sectors, apart from political status. 

Sir, I would like to draw the attention of the House to one particular thing. The hon. 

Home Minister is here. It is regarding the Women Reservation Bill. It is nothing but 

discrimination against women. Out Constitution says that the status of women should be 

improved politically, economically, educationally and socially. But here, the Government is 

discriminating against women by not bringing the Women Reservation Bill, which will 

give them political empowerment. 

Sir, where there is a will, there is a way. Here, I would like to draw the attention of the 

House to two instances. One is regarding the POTA Bill. During the NDA regime, as they 

were afraid of defeat on the POTA Bill, and as they were not in majority in this House, the 

Government convened a Joint Session for possing the POTA Bill. Similarly, even yesterday, 

the 
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Government was able to pass the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council Bill. The 

parties, which are supporting this Government, were opposed to the Bill and even voted 

against that. Even then, by taking the support of Opposition, the government 

passed that Bill. 

So, when they have a will to pass some Bill, they are getting it passed with the support 

of the Opposition. But there is no will for passing the Women Reservation Bill. I would 

like to request the hon. Home Minister and the Prime Minister, through this august 

House, that they should pass the Women Reservation Bill as early as possible. The 

Home Minister has also convened a number of meetings and tried a lot to have 

consensus on this Bill. But I don't know what happened thereafter; he again kept 

quiet. This is the fate of the Indian women. The women are being discriminated 

against, politically, by the Government. 

Sir, with these words, I conclude. 

SHRIMATI PREMA CARIAPPA(Karnataka): Sir, I thank you for giving me an 

opportunity to speak on this serious subject, the atrocities on women. 

Sir, it is a shame. The atrocities on women are increasing day-by-day. Not a day 

goes by without the news about the cases of rape, sexual abuse, molestation, trafficking, 

and so on. Sir, the disabled women like physically handicapped, mentally challenged 

and blind are also not spared. They suffer with double disadvantages. Rape is more 

heinous than murder. In murder, the victim dies, but when a women is raped, she is 

neither dead nor alive. The rape victim goes through alot of sufferings. She is like a living 

corpse. The sexual assault or a rape on a girl or a woman by anyone, including 

relatives, acquaintance should be given a deterrent punishment. As per the statistics 

compiled by the National Crime Records Bureau, the number of incidents of crimes 

reportedly committed against women in the country for the years 2001, 2002 and 

2003 were 143795,143034 and 140601 respectively. Hardly 20 per cent of the 

cases are being heard. The remaining 80 per cent cases are still pending in various 

courts across the country. 

Sir, the National Capital is the worst; we keep hearing about rapes and 

molestations. But, even Bangalore is in the forefront of these heinous crimes against 

women. Bangalore being the largest BPO hub in the 
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world employs two lakh call centre executives, of which women account for 50 per cent. 

Probably, this is the only industry in the country, which believes in the fair gender 

formula of fifty-fifty. This consists of young girls and boys in the age group of 181o 25 

years. They were very happy, but, recently, the rape and murder of a women BPO worker 

by a driver, just last week, has shattered and shocked the IT industry as well as the 

people of Bangalore. 

Sir, the rape committed on a girl or a woman is the most inhuman crime, which 

spoils and traumatises the life of the victim. Unfortunately, this henious crime is spreading 

like wild fire in the country. The rapists do not spare even a minor girl or an infant, three-

month old infant or a three-year old child. We cannot forget the incidents, which are still 

fresh in our memories, about the rape of a Swiss diplomat and that of a medical student of 

the Maulana Azad Medical College. 

Sir, the figure pertaining to rape cases occurring in the National Capital is most disturbing-

one rape is committed every 50 minutes! Delhi Police registered 2369 rape cases 

between 1999 and June 2004. It doesn't stop there; it continues. The post-rape 

humiliation of the victim is more traumatic. The humiliation which the victim is subjected 

to in the court, and the fact that she is reduced to being a figure of ridicule in the society, is 

perhaps more traumatic for the victim than the crime itself. The victim is asked to explain, 

publicly, as to how she was raped and she has to explain that from the beginning till the 

end in front of so many people in the court. Even if she goes to complain at the Police 

Station, she is asked umpteen number of questions, as if she herself were 

guilty...(interruption)... Life becomes an uphill task after she is subjected to rape. There 

should be fast track courts with women Judges, women advocates, and women police 

officers to deal with such cases. 

Sir, we hear about so many cases. Should the law and the society forgive the man 

who rapes his own daughter and makes her give birth to children, or a man who rapes a 

three-month old baby, or kidnaps a baby, rapes and murders it and throws the body in the 

jungles? Should we pardon such people? They should not be spared. 

Now, the question arises as how to stop this heinous crime against girls and women, 

which shatter their whole life. If a girl is raped, nobody would marry her after that; if a 

married woman is raped, her own family 
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members would disown her. In my opinion, Sir, the rapist should not be hanged, nor 

should he be given punishment of life imprisonment. He should be castrated! He 

should be castrated! Then, that would remind him of his crime throughout his life. He 

should live like that till his last breath ...(interruption)... 

Sir, then comes the issue of stripping of women. Many times, we get to hear the 

news that a woman was stripped raked and chased in public places. This is an act of 

revenge against the woman herself or her family, to teach her or her family a lesson. This 

happens generally in the villages where feudalism prevails in one way or other, where 

people are not afraid of the law. Such incidents have to be taken seriously by the 

Government by ensuring that the culprit gets exemplary punishment. Many a times 

news comes that woman or women have been killed after being branded as witches. 

This brutality is the result of superstitions and abetment due to the lust or grievance of 

some influential people in the villages. Apart from educating the people, deterrent 

punishment has to be awarded to those who declare any women a witch and abet 

her killing and those who killed. 

The dowry harassment and murder is becoming rampant in our country. We hear 

about the dowry harassment and murder everyday from different parts of our country. 

Marriages seem to be becoming nightmares for many of our women and ironically it is 

none other than her husband, on whom she places complete faith, who is donning the 

role of villain for her and becoming a threat to her life. Even in this 21" century and 

after 58 years of independence, the girls are forced to get dowry from their parents. If 

not given, the husband and in-laws join together to burn her by pouring kerosene or 

petrol. Data available with the Government authorities indicate that while the crime 

against women is on the increase, it is the torture inflicted by the men or their wives that 

has increased very rapidly. The statistics pertaining to cruelty against women at home 

have registered a consistent increase over the years. The survey shows states like 

Rajasthan, Bihar, Delhi, UP, Karnataka and West Bengal had found that domestic 

violence is on the increase primarily because of the less dowry the girl brought during the 

marriage. Dowry has recognised as one of the reasons for not wanting a girl child. 
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Sir, in the absence of clear-cut law, in many cases, the girl or woman has to suffer. I 

would request the hon. Minister to bring a legislation to provide a deterrent punishment 

like castration to the rapist and there should be a law to punish the wife killer. He should 

be hanged in public, or, like in some other countries, he should be buried up to the neck 

and let public throw stones and kill him. Such deterrent punishment is a must in our 

country to curb the atrocities on women. Thank you. 

�� 7�. 7�. �ह
���'
�� (a��[�4): *�(�X�: �ह���, �ह ��p� ��ह���� ��  ;�� 
'{�� �� �� 
ह�� -�(�� ह!,�ह ��p� -�(�� * �� ह� ���� ह! �� (��� (8�� �� ��ह�� �� ��� 
��  Q� �&, 
ह	 ��  Q� �&, �{	� ��  Q� �& /� 
��� ��  f� �& �8�� ���� ह!7 ��� ह� ���� ������� 
�� ��#& �� ह�& ������� � (� W���� ������ ��  ����� ��#	� �� ����� ह.7 ��� ह� ��? *e ��1 
��	� �� 
�� ��& �� %�& ���� � W���� ������ ��  ह� *U��# ह��� ह!7 * (8�� ��, 6� % 
�	 �& ह� ��ह���� �� '{�� �� ह� �ह� ह!, % ��   c �� �ह� ह., �ह ��(c���81R '�D�� ह!7 
�
 � ��F 6��� ह�6 ह! �
 � ह�	� !�M� 
�� ��	� �	� �& % ��   c �� ह!7 ह� % �� 

ह�� �+�� � �+�� ��� *+�	� ��  ��, ��9��� (� ��, ह.7 %��  
���8� (� ह� % �� '��� F 
�-�	� �& '��R �ह� ह.7 �. %�& ���	��� �� 
�� 	ह0 ���� ह8� �� ����  ��W� �& �� �
 �ह�� 
/� �! � ह�6? �. 
 ��-� ��  (�p1 �	 �ह� ��7 %�& ��  ��& ��	� 6�� ह.7 ,� ��R��	� 
D��	� �& ��ह���� ��  �� �� *{���	 ह��� ह!, *�� (� '{�� �� ��	� -�� ह!7 ह���� �D�H ��, 
ह���� ���� % *{���	 �� ,;8� 	ह0 ���� ह!7 �� घ� �& �{	� �� '���-	� �ह� ���� ह�, 
'O	�81R �ह� ���� ह�, * घ� �& �{	� ��  ��, ��� *{���	 ���, �� ��� ��  ������ ��  �D� 
*{���	 ��&, �ह ��(c���	� ह!, �� %��  ��J� 
ह�� ��� �ह�8 ह., *	 �� (� �� �� ��	� 
���-�7 

�ह���, ��J�� ��	� �& ह�	� ��#� ह! �� ��� �� ��� (� ���D�� �� ����िD�� 
�#	� �� ��, ह���  �� �� '�	� '�	� ��� ह!7 �ह�� �!� ह���� �D���� �� ���� ��	� ��  
��, printed material ����� ��, 6� visual material ���	� �-� ह!7 printed material 

�� �ह� �` ��� ��, �� �`�-��#� ��, \��� �� visual material ह!, �ह ह���� �D���� �� 
#��
 �� �ह� ह!, �� *	�� ���� �� �ह� ह!, �� *	�& *I��	� �� �ह� ह! /� ��� �� #{� 
�� �ह� ह!7 %�& �	��� �� /� mass media �� 
ह�� 
�� ��� ह!7 ��:# �� 
�� ह! �� 6� 
�
 ह� �� J �]U�� ��  	�� �&, �� �� J �]U�& T� ह., �ह�� �� 
��{��� ��  ��R	�� �	 ��#�, 
���� ह. /� ���
� ���� �� T� ��		� ह! �� '-� �]U� �& 
��{��� ��  ��R	�� �	 	 ह� �� 
�]U�  ��� 	ह0 ह!, ��� ���� ह!7 �� 6�R �]U�& T� 
	� ह.7 ��	�&  
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F�f6� ह� 
��{��� � �� -� ह! /� F��� *��  >��� ह� k�ह� �� 6�np� ��	� �� 
���FF �� -� ह!7 

�. �ह�� ह8� �� 
� �ह�� ��ह���� �� ह� %�& �ह� ��	�  ��ह,7 �. �
 �(� �� �� 
-�	� �	�� ह8� �� ��E� 
�� 6K �R ह��� ह! �� �� ��	���� � �� -�	� ��#� -, ह.7 ,� -�	� ह!7 
	�  ���� 
��
�� �� �!� ����-�7 ��E� ']� ह��� ह! % ��ह�� ��, ��	� % -�	� �� 	H{� 
���� ��7 '-� �ह 'D����� �� ���� �� �. % -�	� �� 	ह0 ����8� -�, 	H{� 	ह0 �Q� -�, �� 
F��� �ह0 �� full stop �- ����, ����	 
�� 6-� 
` -� /� �]� �ह -�	� 6 -�� �8  �� 

M� ह! �D� �D�7 6� ��D�� �& eve-teasing ��	� ��  ��, ���� ��  ���ह � �ह� 
LJ�� �	���� 
ह!, ����	 �ह -�	� -�	� ����, �ह % -�	� �� 	� 	� ���� 	�R�� �� 	����� 	� �� ���� �� 
	ह0 �. % -�	� ��, % 
�� ��, % (�p� �� 	H{� 	ह0 �Q� -�, �� �ह0 �� full stop �- ��� 
��7 

�ह���, �ह ह���� ��(c�� ह! �� ह���� ��^� �&, % (��� (8�� �& �� 	��� �� �8�� ह��� 
ह!, * 	��� �� 6��� /� ;��� �� �D�� 
	� ���� -��7 % �� ��� �-	�  ��ह, /� % �� 
��� �-�	� ��  ��, 
ह�� ��� ��9��� �� ��, -,7 �� ��9��� �8�� ��ह � ��-8 ह�	�  ��ह, /� 
*	�� ��-8 ��	� �& ��Qp� �� /� ��ह���� ��, ��	� �� ह��-  ��ह,, �(� �ह ह� ��� ह!7 
�. �E�� ह8� �� ह���� �D�H �� �� ��:� ह� �(� �� �& -�, �
 ह� T� ��D�� ��  �&-�7 ��� 
(� �D�H �� �&, ��Qp /� 	���, ,� 
!�-��� ��  ��  ���  ह.7 '-� ,� ����� ह� -��, �� �8�� 
 ��� 	ह0  � ��� /� �ह 
!�-��� M-�-� ��,-�, �ह -�M� 	ह0  � ���, �ह ��F 6-� 
	ह0 
` ���7 

*�(�X�: �ह���, 6� ह���� ��F �� �	�i�� �& 50 ]��� �	�i�� ��ह���� �� 
ह! /� �ह0 �� �ह 50 ]��� � (� W���� ह�	� ���� ह!, ����� '-� ह� ��W�� �� �	�i�� �� 
�� ��#& �� �ह *��� ह� �ह� ह!7 

*�(�X�: �ह���, �. �8�� 
�� �ह	� ��  ��, *+� ��7 �� �� ह���� �	 �� 
��		�� �D��, S���� �H��� ���� 
�� �ह� �0, * �� �. �ह�� 	ह0 ��7 *Oह�	� '�	� (�p1 �& 
���� 	�� �� *U��# ���� �� *Oह�	� ��	�%��M 	&F �& ���� >��� ��, -, ,� (�p1 �� *U��# 
���� ��, �ह�� �� �.	� honour killing ��  
��� �& �ह� �� �� (��� �& honour killing 	ह0 ह��� 
ह!7 �. 
��	�  �ह�� ह8�, �	 �� ��!���]�� F	 (� ��	�  �ह�� ह8� �� �. �
 �8	�%��M 	�F� -�� 
��, �ह (�p1 �.	� (��� �� �� � ���� ��7 �. 
��	�  �ह�� ह8� �� (��� �� ��� (� ;���	�9, 
��� (� ��F �� ��� (� ;���	�9 �
 �8	�%��M 	�F� �& ���� ह!, �ह��  
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�� (�p1 ���� ह!, �ह ���� �� (�p1 ह��� ह! /� *� �`� ���� ह!7 * (�p1 �� q	� 
��\�- ��  V�� �
 ���� �� �����R 6�, �� ��,	 �& ��F ह�� ��, % �����R �& 
ह�� ��� ��F� ��  
	�� ��7 ह���� ���� ��F ����D��	 �� 	�� (� ��, �ह�� �!ि��� q	� ��\�- ह��� ह!7 �ह�� ��  
�8���� ��  �� '�9����-1 ह., *Oह& �.	� 
���� �� %��  
��� �& �8�� ��� �-�,�7 *Oह�	� (��� 
���� �� ��� �����R (��� �� /� �ह�� � �����R ��-�� �� �� ���� (�p1 �!��� ���� ��, �ह 
(�p1 �.	� �`�7 �.	� �ह �ह� �� �� (��� �& q	� ��\�- 	ह0 ह��� ह!7 *��  �� ���1 ह.7 ,� 
�ह �� �� q	� ��\�- �� ��i« ���1 ह!, �ह �
��� ���� ��- ���� ह.7 �
 (��� �8	�%��M �� 
'�c� ����D��	 (��� �� �हD� ��, * �� ��D�	R w� ���� ��  %����  �& q	� ��\�- ह�6 
���� ��7 �� O�� (��� �
 ��(���� ह� -��, ����D��	 '�- ह� -��, �� ह���� �हD� �& q	� 
��\�- 	ह0 ह��� ह!7 q	� ��\�- �� ��i� 9��� �ह ह��� �� �� �
��� ���� ��- '-� �8�� 
�
��� �& ���� F��� ���� ��, *�� ���� �� ��� ���� ��7 T� ��Y��� 6� (� ��D�	R 
w� ���� D��h �& ह!, �� ����D��	 �� �हD� ह!, ����  ���1 ����D��	 �& ��	8	 (� �� 
���� ह�6 ह!, ��� �ह�� �� q	� ��\�- �� ��� �-�7 �� �ह �����R ��� ,	��� 	� 
�8	�%��M 	�F� �& ��� �� ��7 �� ��	8	 ह!, �8	�%��M 	�F� ��  �� ��� (� �����R 6�� ह!, �� 
*�� �ह�� ��� ह��� ह! �� �� ��F ��  
��� �& * �����R �& ��#� ह!, * ��F � *��  
��� �& 
�8J�7 �8J	� ��  
�� *�� �� ���
 6�� ह!, *�   ��	 �� �
 �����R ��F ��� '�c� ,�F	 
���	 �����R �� (� ��F ���7 �� *Oह�	� (��� ���� � �8J� 
-!� �ह �����R �ह�� ��F �� ��, 
���� �.	� (��� ���� �� �� � #�M	 ���� ��7 *�� *U��# *Oह�	� ����7 
�ह� �.	� 
�H��� �� �� �ह� �� F��� 6��� ��,	 ��  ]� �F	 ��  
��� �&, 6��� �ह�� ��	� �� �(� �L�� 
	ह0 ���� ह!, %��, 6��� �ह 
�� ��� 	 ह�, ����	 �. 6��� ��	 ��  ��, 
�� ��	�  �ह�� ह8� 
�� �ह�� �� (�p1 �`�� ह! �ह ��� (� �� �� 6��� ह�, ��� (� ���b �� �D� ह�, 
�8	�%��M 	�F� �& �
 ���� ह! �� %���	�F	� q�-�	�%��F	 ��  ��� (� ]��� �& ���� ह!, 
*�� (�p1 (� 
������ ����F ��?��� >��� ����M ह��� ह!, *�� '�	� ���#� (�p1 	ह0 
ह��� ह!7 �ह (�p1 (� (��� ���� �� (�p1 ��, �� �.	� �`� ��7 �. �ह� �ह	�  �ह�� ह8�7 

�!� �. ��ह���� �� '{�� �� ��  �#��] ह8�7 ��ह���� �� '{�� �� 	ह0 ह�	�  ��ह,7 
�!� �.	� �ह� �� ह���� �D�H �� /� ���� �� �:� ��	� ��  ��, �ह �f�� ह!, �� ��	� �� 
%�& ��D�� '�	� ह��- ��	�  ��ह,7 

(�� 8��-�'� हE�� ��:���� ह�7) 
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�(� ���� �ह0 ह� '�	� ���� /� �D�H �� �� �:� �� �& -�7 �ह���, �!� �.	� �ह� �� 
% '{�� �� ��  ��J� �	��� /� ����U ह.7 6� 6� ���� ����U ���#,7 ���� ����� 
�� 6� '�	� ������ ��  ��� J��� �D� ��  ��, '�	� 
e � �� �� 
!+ �� 	ह0 ��# ���7 
,�-,� ह��� �� Jह-Jह F����� ��#�� �� �ह� ह. �ह�� ��ह�� ह� %���U�M ह!, ,� ��Qp %���U�M 
ह!, Jह 
������ %���U�M ह.7 %  �� �� ���	�  ��ह, /� %  �� �� ���	� �� �Q�� ह!7 % 
�� ��� '��� F �-	�  ��ह,7 ,� �� �]U�� �� ��, &� ह!, ��O�� ���� ��  ��, (� ��� &� 
�-� �� 6�#� �� �� �� J ��#� �ह� ह., �� �ह0 *� ����O�� �� 	ह0 �� �ह�7 ह���� 	L���	� ��  
����- �& ,� T� 
�� 6,-� �� ह���� ���� ,� ���� �� ���� �ह�� ��, �� �ह ����	� ���	� 
��, �� ����	� ��- ��7 '
 	�� ���	� �ह ह! �� ,� 6��� ��  �� ��	-��	 
������ ह� �� ��	 

����� ��  �� ��	-��	 ��fp ह�7 �ह -�� ह! /� %� 	ह0 ��#�	�  ��ह,7 % �� ��� �-	� 
 ��ह,7 �ह� �ह �� �. 6�� %����  �ह8�-�7 9O����7 

.E. �� �	� -�4��� ('�ह��): ��		�� *�(���� ��, �. 6� �� 6(�� ��� ���� ह8� �� 
6� 	� ��F �ह� ��  ,� �ह{��81R ��p� �� ��E� '�	� 
�� �#	� �� '�� ����7 

�ह���, (��� �& ह���� �p� � '�	� ,� �D�H ��, ,� ������ /� ���� �ह� ह! �ह�� 
	����� �� ह��F� � Y��	 ह��� ह!7 'ह�������� �� 
�� �ह� �� �� % ��F �& ������ �� ������� 
� (� '�9� ��	-Y��	 ह��� �ह� ह!7 �� ��� � �� 
�� �ह� �� �� �ह�� 	����� �� �8�� ह��� ह! 
�ह�� �D�H �� �ह� ह! �-� 6� ह� �� % ��p� �� �	 �&   c ��	� �� �ह� ह!7 %��  ��J� 
���1 ह!7 6���� ��  58 �pR 
�� (� ��F �� 	����� ��  �� �!� '�	� �D�H �� /� ������ ��  
'	��� ���ह�� ��	�  ��ह,, *�& '(� 
ह�� ��� ह!7 ह� 	� �� ��	8	 
	�, ह! ��� �� ह� 
��ह���� �� ह�	� ���� '{«� �� �� ��� �& , *	 ��  '�9��� *Oह& �� �& 7 ह� 	� ,� T� 
��	8	 
	��� ह! ����  >��� ����-���� �� ��िI �& (� *	 �� �हD� ���� ह!7 ���� �� �� � 
�-���� �ह ;��  � �ह� ह!, �-� ��� �& �� �����R	 ह�	�  ��ह,, �ह �����R	 	����� ��  
;�� ���	� ���� � ह�	�  ��ह,, *�& ��� ��#��� ���� ह!7 '(� (� �ह�� ��  ��, 
ह��� �� 
����� ���� ह!, *	��  �� '{�� �� ���� ���� ह!, *	�� ह{�� �� ���� ह! ��# �
 ह��� ह! �� 
�
 T� �� �� {� �& *	�� � � 	O� F���� ह��� ह!7 
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'(�   c ह� �ह� �� �� ;��� � �
 '�	� �� ह�� \ह� ��  �#��] �� �F���� ���� ह!, 
���� ��  �� ���� ह! �� *	 ��  ह�� ��� ��, ���� ह!.7 �	 �& %��   c ह�� ह!7 ,� ��		�� 
�D�   c �� �ह� �0 �� ,� |���� 	� ,� ��ह�� ��  �� 
��{��� ���� /� *�� ह{�� 
�� ��7 '(� (� ��ह���� �� �घO� � �9O� '���9 ह� �ह� ह., \ह� ��	� 6- �& ���	�, 
ह{�� ��	�, 
��{��� ��	�, �!� '���9 ह� �ह� ह. ह� �� ��� �& �ह �ह� ह!? ह� ��� �� 
�ह�� �� ��	�  �ह�� ह.?  ह� �ह�� ह. �� ��Qp  '-� �D��� ह! �� ��ह�� �D�H �� ह!7 ह� % 
��ह � �ह�� ह.7 ह� ��� ]�R  ��	� 	ह0  �ह��, �-� �� ��	���� ह!, ��Qp �� ��	���� 
ह!, �. (� ��Qp� �� 
�� 	ह0 �� �ह�, * ;��� �� घ�	�,� �� 	ह0 ह� �ह� ह.7 *	�� �	O�� 
ह��� ह!7 *	��  �#��] ���R��� (� ह� �ह� ह!, �-� ���	�  ह�	�  ��ह,, �ह 	ह0 ह� �ह� ह!7 ��� 
���-	-��� घ�	� �� ��	���� �� �� �?� �& 6�� �ह�� ह!7 ह�& * ��F� �& ���R��� ��	� 
�� 6�K���� ह!7  

�ह���, 6� �
ह �� 
�� ह!7 ���� ���� � ,� ]�	 6�� ��7 *Oह�	� �ह� �� *	�� 

e � �ह0 ��U�� �ह�� ह!7 *��  ��� ��� ������ ��  ��- (� �ह�� ह.7 *Oह�	� �ह� �� '�	� 
��� 
�� F��� �& ������ �, ��� �, �� �� J 
	 ���, 'eJ� ��ह � '�	� 
��� �� F��� ��7 
*Oह�	� ह�& ]�	 �� �ह� �� T� �-�� ह! �� �� ��- ह���� 
��� �� ह{�� �� �&-�7 � ���� ��� 
 �ह�� ��7 �.	� �ह� �� �ह�� 6� �������� Q� � % ��� �� ह� ��&7 '-� 6� �� J ��?� 
�� ����, 6���  �� 
�9�-
�O9� ह., �� �� Y
 ह., *	�� �� ���� �������� Q� � % �D�� �� 
ह� ��&, �� 
�ह�� ह!7 '-� T� 	ह0 ह� �� *��  
�� 6� ���� �� 6%,7 �. ���FF �Q� -� �� 
��	8	 �� ��� � �� �ह�� ��U�� �& �ह	� ���� ��Oह0 /� ��-� �� ��� � 6��� �D�� �� 
��9�	 ��	�  �ह8�-�7  

�ह���, �. ,� ,���Y�� �� �ह� ह8�, ,� *��ह�1 �� �ह� ह8�7 % ��ह �� घ�	�,� ह� �ह� 
ह.7 F��� ��  2-4-5 �p� ��  
�� (� ��- �ह�� �� ���- ���� ह.7 '-� �ह�� �� ���- �8�� 	ह0 ह��� 
ह!, �� 
ह8 ��  �� \ह� ह��� ह!, *	�� 6- �& ����� ���� ह!7 T� िD��� �& ��� �� ,� 

ह�� 
�� ����{� ह!7 ��	8	 '�	� �-ह �� ह!7 ��	8	 (� *�& ��� ���� ह!7 T� घ�	��� �& 
�� ��p� ह., *	�� �� ��	� ��  ��,7 �� J ��? �	��� /� ����U �-!�ह �� 
�� �� �ह� ��7 
ह�	� (� ��#� ह! �� 6��� �� J T� �	��� 
	 �ह� ह., ����U 
	 �ह� ह., ��	�& �N�nF�� 
5����� q� ��8 � \ह� ��  �� rK� M��� ���� ह.7 6��� �������	 (� घ�� �& �ह� �  -�� -�� 
ह!7 �� �X� �-R ��  ��- ह., *e  �-R ��  ��- ह., *	��  घ�� �& �� �������	 �ह� �  ह� -�� ह!7 % 
�������	 ��  ��X�� � �ह 
 
��& 
e � �� (� �ह� � �� ह!7 �� J �pR �ह�� �� 
�� ह!, �L��	� 
��M��� �N��� �& J���, ��	��� 
e � ह�-�, 16-17-18 �� �� , *Oह�	� ,� ���� ��  �� 

��{��� ���� �ह �� �� J ��� �& ह� �ह� ह!, �� 
��&  
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�������	 /� �	��� ��  >��� 
e � �� �ह� � �� ह!, *�� ��ह � 
e � ��  ����- ��, 
e � ��  
�	 �� �� ;(�� ���� ह!7 ��	8	 
	� ह�, ह., *Oह& i�� � ��-8 ह�	�  ��ह,7  

�ह���, ��		�� -Hह ��?� �� �ह�� 
!+�  ह�, ह., �. 6kह ��	�  �ह8�-�, (� ��		�� 
�D�� 	� (� *Oह& �+�� ���R��� ��	� �� '	���9 ���� ह! ��� �& �����R	 ह�, ��	8	 ��  >��� 
(�, ��ह���� �� �� '{�� �� ह� �ह� ह., �� 
�� ह�7 6�	� ��E� �� ����, �. 6��� 
ह�� 6(��� 
ह8�7 9O����7  

__________ 

MESSAGE FROM LOK SABHA 

The Constitution One Hundred and Fourth (Amendment) 
Bill, 2005 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I have to report to the House the following 

message received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the Secretary-General of the 

Lok Sabha. 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 96 of the Rules of Procedure and 

Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am directed to enclose the Constitution 

(One Hundred and Fourth Amendment) Bill, 2005, which has been passed by 

Lok Sabha at its sitting held on the 21st December, 2005, in accordance with the 

provisions of article 368 of the Constitution of India." 

Sir, I lay a copy of the Bill on the Table. 

__________ 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION —(contd.) 
Atrocities on Women in the Country 

�� 8��-��'�: ��	� ���� ��, 6�7 ...(5��6��)... 

�� YV�����F ��'F (8;���): �, %	�� �� ह�-�, �� +�� �ह�-�7  

.E.�
%� N'$�: �, ��D� D���� ह., 
��	� ����,7  

�� 8��-��'�: +�� ह!, ��� ��:5� �& 
���,7 ...(5��6��)... 

�� �����%� �[�b (�िc� ��"�
): ���1 �� �� (� 	�� ह!7  
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